Cloud-Based Public Records Pose New
Challenges for Access
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ew York Governor Andrew
Cuomo authorizes all
state employees to destroy
tens of thousands of
e-mail records in which public business is discussed.1 Florida Governor
Rick Scott and his staff use “private” Gmail accounts to keep their
official communications from being
publicly scrutinized on the governor’s
highly touted “Project Sunburst”
transparency website.2 Pennsylvania Governor Tom Corbett deletes his
e-mails every two weeks, specifically
so that they will not be subject to that
state’s Right to Know Law (RTKL);3
Corbett’s key higher education adviser
deleted his e-mails daily and later
resigned after he responded to RTKL
requests by producing only five e-mails
for his entire first year in office.4 Colorado’s state legislature adopts a “read and
delete” policy for all legislative staff
e-mails.5 It seems every day brings forth
another crafty maneuver by government officials to evade accountability
and transparency mandates6 through
data destruction, manipulation, or
obfuscation.7
More information concerning the
operations of government is being generated on a daily basis today than at
any time previously—for example, in
the predigital age, when pen, paper, and
typewriter were the methods of written communications.8 And, in many
instances, the cost of providing copies
of that information has plummeted to
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practically zero. Yet, despite the exponential growth in the amount of data
and the ease of storing and accessing
it, ironically, these communications and
data storage technologies have simultaneously raised new barriers to citizens’
ability to inspect those records under
freedom of information (FOI) laws.
This article examines three related
issues that digitized government
records pose for citizens and journalists who wish to mine the burgeoning
data repository to keep tabs on
“what their government is up to”:9
(1) are e-mails and texts discussing
public business, that are exchanged
or housed on nongovernmental servers or devices, subject to disclosure
under open records laws?; (2) what
obligation do government employees
have to retain e-mails and other electronically stored information so that
they are available for inspection?; and
(3) are citizens entitled to inspect and
obtain copies of digital records in
their “native format,” including database files and “metadata”?
Control: Whose Records Are They?
Government entities across the nation
are allowing, and even encouraging,
public employees to utilize handheld
devices not paid for by the government to communicate about public
business; these governmental bodies
are also retaining third-party vendors
(e.g., Gmail, Yahoo!, etc.) to provide
and maintain e-mail or text messaging
accounts that are completely separate
from, and inaccessible to, government
servers.10 Thus, increasingly, courts and
state attorneys general are being called
upon to answer whether electronic
records housed on such “private” communications devices and servers are
subject to the states’ public records
statutes, or are simply beyond their
reach.
As with many issues discussed in
this article, the application (or nonapplication) of various records laws

to a particular category of record
(here, e-mails discussing “public business” that are housed exclusively on
a nongovernmental server or device)
depends, in large part, on how the relevant statute defines “public record.”11
Most states have a version of a definition that defines public records as
(1) any “writing,” usually defined quite
broadly to include any written communication “regardless of physical form
or characteristics”; (2) that is “made,
maintained, or kept” by a government
employee or over which a government
agency has either physical custody or
a right of access; and (3) whose content bears some logical connection
to the conduct of public business.12
Thus, electronic communications that
address “purely private,” nongovernmental matters, have been found not
to be “public records,” even if they are
exchanged over, and/or housed upon,
government-funded communications
devices (because all three conditions
above must be satisfied).13
This article addresses whether
the converse is true: is a record that
is “made, maintained, or kept” by a
government employee, acting in an
official capacity,14 and whose content
does concern his or her official conduct, a “public record” even though
it does not reside (and perhaps never
did reside) on a government-provided
or – funded device or data repository? (See table 1.)
There are two subcategories within
public business records kept on privately funded systems: (1) records
kept or maintained on a server or
in a records repository operated and
controlled by an “outside vendor,”
beyond the physical possession or
actual custody of the government (e.g.,
Gmail, Verizon, BlackBerry, or Sprint
Communications)but on behalf of a
government agency; and (2) records
kept or maintained exclusively in a
“personal” account or device belonging to a public official or employee,
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Table 1: Public vs. Private Records
Content of the Record
Purely “Private”/
No Official Business

Public Business

On Publicly Funded
Device or System

(Generally) Not a Public
Record15

Public Record

On Privately Funded
Device or System

Not a Public Record

(Generally) Public Record

Location of the Record

On Third-Party Vendor’s
System

but not accessible to the government
employer, other than through that official’s or employee’s consent. Both sets
of cases will be discussed below.
Under traditional notions of
which public records “belong” to
the government, and therefore to the
public, the answer to the question
posed above Table 1 is emphatically
and unequivocally, “yes.” To understand why, you need only consider
how the answer would be determined in another context, before the
advent of electronic communications.
Suppose a governor, mayor, or city
police chief transmits official government communications—e.g., orders
or directives to subordinate public
employees or policy statements to
constituents—using his or her own
personal stationery (not official government letterhead), envelope, and
stamps, and thereafter maintains
copies of all such written correspondence only in a personal filing cabinet
at his or her private residence or,
alternatively, off government premises at a privately owned document
warehouse. Without question, all
such writings were (1) “made, maintained, or kept” by a government
official, acting in his or her official
capacity; (2) their content is directly
related to official governmental functions; and (3) those writings are
within the possession, custody, or
control of the government employee
(and therefore, under the traditional rules of agency, are available
to the government employer). Thus,
under the three-part test that generally applies under public records

On Government Employee’s
“Personal” Drive

statutes, those writings—though not
transmitted via, nor stored within,
government-provided media—are
nonetheless “public records.” Not
surprisingly, several courts that have
addressed this question in the context
of digitized records have resorted,
by analogy, to “life before the digital era,” and have reached the same
conclusion.16
The key question in these cases—
whether e-mails (and other electronic
records) stored on servers and/or
devices not owned by the government—
turns, in large measure, on whether
under the applicable statutory text
those records are deemed to be within
the possession, custody, or control of
the government entity from whom the
records are sought. With respect to the
records residing only on individuals’
“personal” accounts or devices, there
is also an ancillary question whether
a governmental search of a government official’s or employee’s “personal”
account and/or device would constitute
an unreasonable search or seizure in
violation of the Fourth Amendment.

maintained by a third-party vendor
for the benefit of a government entity
are within the “control” of the government, and are therefore required to
be produced by that government entity
in response to a records request.
Flagg involved a records request
under civil discovery rules on the City
of Detroit for text messages sent or
received by former Mayor Kwame
Kilpatrick, all of which resided in
a message archive on the servers of
Skytel, a private messaging service provider. None of the messages at issue
resided on any city-owned server. U.S.
District Court Judge Gerald E. Rosen
found that because, presumably, the
city had a contractual right to access
the archived messages maintained by
SkyTel, the city had sufficient “control” over those messages to require
the city to produce them in response to
a records request. Although the ruling
arose under the federal rules governing civil discovery, the court expressly
drew upon case law applying Michigan’s Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA):

“We’d Love to Give You Those
Records, but We Don’t Have Them”
There is a fair degree of consensus
in the case law that public records
stored on nongovernmental accounts
on behalf of the government entity,
to which the government retains a
contractual right of access, are that
entity’s public records. Flagg v. City
of Detroit17 provides one of the most
extensive and well-reasoned explanations of why e-mails, text messages,
and other electronic “public records”

Because at least some of the text
messages maintained by SkyTel
are “public records” within the
meaning of Michigan’s FOIA,
it would be problematic, to say
the least, to conclude that the
City lacks a legal right to obtain
these records as necessary to
discharge its statutory duty of
disclosure. Such a conclusion
also would be contrary to the
pertinent Michigan case law.
First, the Michigan courts have
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held that the FOIA duty of disclosure, like the Rule 34 duty of
production, extends to public
records within the possession or
control of a public body.18
After summarizing that case law,
the court concluded:
[Case law applying Michigan’s
FOIA] provides a compelling
basis for concluding that the
Defendant City has control,
within the meaning of Rule 34(a)
(1), over any “public records”
that might be retained by third
party SkyTel under its contract
with the City.
[W]hile the record does not
disclose the terms of the City’s
contracts with SkyTel, . . . the
Court assumes that the City has
at least some sort of contractual
right of access to the text messages preserved by SkyTel in the
course of its contractual relationship with the City.19
Thus, in jurisdictions where the
definition of “public records” or
“agency records” includes an explicit
or implicit “possession, custody, or
control” criterion, the fact that a government entity has a contractual
right to access records maintained
on its behalf by an outside vendor
(whether a paper records “cold storage” warehouse, or a cloud-based
provider like Gmail) should require
the government entity to exercise its
right of access to make available such
records in response to a request for
inspection from the public.
This approach has been followed
by courts applying the federal FOIA,
which provides public access only to
“agency records” but does not define
what is an agency record.20 Under that
statute, several courts have held that
when an executive branch agency has
the right to obtain a document from a
nongovernmental outside vendor, the
agency has “constructive control” over
such records, rendering them “agency
records” subject to the FOIA.21
“Those Records Belong to Me, Not to
My Government Employer”
The far more contentious issue to date
is whether records discussing public

business maintained exclusively on an
individual government official’s personal account and/or device is a public
record of the government employer.
As demonstrated below, the majority
of courts that have addressed the issue
have determined that all records generated or received by a public official
acting in his or her official capacity,
in which official public business is discussed, are the appropriate “property”
of the government employer; thus,
such records, even if housed on nongovernmental devices or accounts,
should properly be deemed the public
records of the government, not the individual. However, not all courts have
reached this conclusion.
Applying the federal FOIA, one
federal court held that e-mails maintained by a government employee
exclusively in his nongovernmental (university) account were not
“agency records” because they were
not within the agency’s “control” as
defined by the court.22 This ruling is
at odds with other courts’ recognition that there is “no basis” in the
FOIA or its legislative history to view
an agency employee as “distinct from
his [or her] department [or agency] for
FOIA purposes.”23 Under these precedents, if a federal agency employee
creates, receives, or maintains an electronic record in the course of fulfilling
or carrying out his or her duties on
behalf of the agency,24 those records
are subject to a FOIA request on the
agency, even if the record is maintained exclusively in the employee’s
“personal” account or device.25 Summarizing this body of case law, two
commentators recently concluded:
“Common sense, case law, and FOIA’s
plain language compel the conclusion
that, irrespective of federal executive
branch agencies’ employees’ reasons
for using personal e-mail accounts
or personal communications devices
to conduct agency-related business
within the scope of their employment,
their work-related communications
must be subject to FOIA’s disclosure
provisions.”26
Judges in nine states (Alaska,
Arizona, Arkansas, Illinois, New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia,
and Washington)27 and the District
of Columbia have held that if the content of an e-mail, text message, or
other electronic record sent or received

by a government employee relates to
the conduct of governmental business, it is subject to those states’ open
records acts; the actual physical location of such a writing is immaterial.
In July 2014, the Superior Court
for the District of Columbia, applying D.C.’s FOIA,28 held that D.C.
councilmembers’ e-mails maintained
exclusively on so-called “private”
accounts were public records subject
to the Act.29 Judge Stuart G. Nash
held that e-mails of Dianne Barnes,
maintained in her personal e-mail
account while acting in her capacity
as commissioner of D.C.’s Advisory
Neighborhood Commission, were
“prepared, owned, used, in the possession of, or retained by a public
body” and were therefore “public
records” of the Commission under
the Act.
In addition to the above judicial
opinions, the attorneys general in
10 states (Alaska, Florida, Illinois,
Maryland, New Mexico, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Texas,
and Wisconsin) have issued formal
opinions stating that e-mail messages created, sent, or received by
government officials that discuss
public business are public records
under those states’ FOI laws, regardless of the physical location or
records repository where such
e-mail messages reside.30
Recently, the Texas Court of
Appeals twice addressed whether
e-mails of government employees
maintained exclusively in personal
accounts are subject to that state’s
Public Information Act (PIA).31
In Adkisson v. Abbott, the court of
appeals affirmed both the Texas
attorney general’s and the Travis
County District Court’s ruling that
a county commissioner’s e-mails in
which he discussed public business
were public records under the PIA.32
If the information in the official-capacity e-mails contained
in the Commissioner’s personal
e-mail accounts 1) is collected,
assembled, or maintained for the
County; 2) is connected “with
the transaction of official business” for the County; and 3) the
County either owns or has a
right of access to the information, then the information is
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public information under the
statutory definition.33
Commissioner Adkisson did not
contest that the e-mails requested by
the San Antonio Express-News were
connected with the transaction of
official business; instead, he argued
that they were not collected, assembled, or maintained for Bexar County
and that Bexar County had no right
to access his official-capacity e-mails
stored off of county computers.34
The court rejected Adkisson’s first
argument:
To conclude otherwise would
lead to the absurd result that the
Commissioner could conduct
all his official County business correspondence through
his personal e-mail accounts
without it being subject to the
PIA, even if the same correspondence would be subject to the
PIA if he used his County e-mail
account.35
Relying on the county’s records
management administrative policy,
the court further concluded that:
any local government records
collected, assembled, or maintained in the Commissioner’s
e-mail accounts belongs to the
County, not to the Commissioner in his individual capacity.
Conducting County business through a personal e-mail
account instead of through an
official County e-mail account
does not change the County’s
ownership of the local government records created or received
by the Commissioner as a
County government officer.36
The court also rejected Adkisson’s
claim that inspection of the official
business e-mails in his personal account
would constitute an invasion of his personal privacy, noting that Adkisson
had failed “to explain how the release
of documents concerning the transaction of official business could be
confidential.”37
But how much pressure can a
government agency bring on its
employees to provide the agency the
records that reside entirely outside

of the government’s filing systems?
In the second of the two rulings, the
Texas Court of Appeals answered
by saying, essentially, “none.” After
a citizen, Stephanie Allala, asked
to inspect the e-mails of the City of
El Paso’s councilmembers, and specifically “any public business emails
that may have been conducted on
the personal email accounts of these
individuals,” the state’s attorney general opined that such records were,
in fact, subject to the Texas PIA.38
Accordingly, the City of El Paso produced to Allala all of the e-mails it
had retrieved, upon request, from
the city councilors, and then stated it
had fully complied with her request.
Allala challenged the city’s representation, and sought discovery to
determine how assiduously the city
councilors—one of whom had stated
in writing he would not produce
his “private emails” absent a court
order—had complied with the City’s
request that they search their personal
e-mail accounts and produce responsive records. The court of appeals
stated that the city could not compel
the city councilors to comply with its
request, and so the city had satisfied
its burden to produce its responsive
records to Allala.
Both the Adkisson and Allala cases
were decided under the prior (2010)
version of the Texas PIA. In 2013, that
statute was amended expressly to clarify that:
“public information” means
information that is written, produced, collected, assembled, or
maintained . . . by an individual
officer or employee of a governmental body in the officer’s
or employee’s official capacity
and the information pertains
to official business of the governmental body[; in addition,
this definition] applies to and
includes any electronic communication created, transmitted,
received, or maintained on any
device if the communication is
in connection with the transaction of official business.39
Absent such a legislative “fix” to
this ruling, perhaps the appropriate—
and necessary—procedural step is to
name each of the agency’s employees

(or here, the individual city councilors) as defendants, and ask the court
to order each of them, individually, to
retrieve the “public records” in their
personal possession, just as the El
Paso city councilor had stated would
be necessary to compel his compliance with the law.
Notwithstanding this trend of
recent cases favoring the public’s
right to know, in March 2014, California’s Court of Appeals ruled to
the contrary, reversing a trial court’s
determination that the e-mails sent

How much pressure
can a government
agency bring on its
employees to provide
records that reside
entirely outside of
the government’s
filing systems?
and received by the mayor of San
Jose, California, exclusively over a
nongovernmental exchange server,
were “public records” of the city
under the California Public Records
Act (CPRA). The case began in
August 2009, when the San Jose
Mercury-News received two e-mails
from a San Jose city councilmember indicating that councilmembers
were communicating during and
after city council meetings in regard
to a proposal to give “millions of
city redevelopment dollars to former Mayor Tom McEnery.”40 The
Mercury-News filed a complaint asking that the City of San Jose and the
San Jose Redevelopment Agency, as
well as city officials and former officials, be required to provide access
to “e-mails, text messages, and other
electronic information relating to
public business, regardless of whether
they were created or received on the
City owned computers and servers or
the City Officials’ personal electronic
devices.”41 In March 2013, the superior court held in favor of the San
Jose Mercury-News, ruling that all
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of the requested records were public
records of a “local agency.”42
However, in March 2014, the California Court of Appeals reversed,
holding that the statute’s definition
of “local agency” did not include
the agency’s individual officers or
employees: “It is the agency . . . that
must prepare, own, use, or retain the
writing in order for it to be a public
record, [and thus] those writings that
are not accessible by the City cannot be said to fall within the statutory
definition.”43 The court held that the
CPRA does not impose a duty on the

Access to electronic
records turns on how
long the government is
required to maintain
copies of those records
in which public
business is discussed.
city to produce messages stored on
the personal electronic devices and
accounts of its employees or officials
that are inaccessible to the agency;
nor is the city required to search those
devices and accounts in response to a
CPRA request. The court rejected the
plaintiff’s (and media amici’s) argument that the city had “constructive
control” over the mayor’s and councilmembers’ personal devices. Curiously,
although the court acknowledged
that in 2004 California’s voters had
passed Proposition 59, which declared
that “the meetings of public bodies and the writings of public officials
and agencies shall be open to public scrutiny,”44 that language was not
considered in the court’s analysis.
As this article goes to press, briefing
is being prepared before the California Supreme Court45 in this important
case that will be closely watched by
other courts throughout the nation.
“Privacy Rights” of Government
Employees Should Not Bar Access to
“Public Records”
As indicated above, some courts have
expressed concern for public employees’

privacy rights that would supposedly be
implicated by a regime requiring government entities to search individuals’
personal devices and Gmail accounts to
locate writings that satisfy the definition
of public records (those whose contents
bear a “demonstrable connection” or
“substantial nexus” to the discharge of
official public duties). However, these
concerns are properly limited only
to the e-mails or records whose content is truly “private,” i.e., those that
do not satisfy the definition of “public record.” No claim can be made by a
public employee that his or her communications in his or her official capacity,
discussing official public business, are
subject to a reasonable expectation of
personal privacy.46 Thus, only purely
private information—i.e., information
that does not reflect or document
the public employee’s discharge of
his or her official duties—is entitled
to any expectation of privacy, and
is outside the statutory definition of
“public records.”47
One way to minimize the intrusion
on a public employee’s legitimate privacy rights—by exposing his or her
truly private e-mails to scrutiny by his
or her government employer—is to
impose upon the employee himself or
herself the duty to search and provide
access to public records housed in a
personal account. Increasingly, states,
cities, and municipalities are adopting
policies requiring public employees to
send public records from their personal
accounts and devices to a government
central repository.48 Other government
leaders have issued directives requiring
public employees to restrict their use
of personal devices to nongovernmental communications, so that all “public
records” will be exchanged and housed
on government-controlled media.49
Indeed, the it is this very concern for personal privacy interests
and the “burden” of having government employees sort through
electronic records to extract only
those whose contents address public
business that provides the strongest
policy argument for why government
employees, as a general policy/rule,
should be required to maintain a separate account and/or electronic folders
in which only their governmental IMs,
texts, e-mails, and other records are
stored. A rule of law that condones
the intermingling of private and public

records—whether electronic or paper
form—to shield public records from
inspection under FOI laws only incentivizes the intermingling of records.
If a government official chooses to
intersperse his or her public and private writings in a single account, device,
or file cabinet, then he or she should
not be heard to complain about the
“administrative burden” of sorting
those records into two piles, private and public, to comply with FOI
mandates.
Retention: “I’d Be Glad to Give You
Those Records, Only We No Longer
Have Them”
Both the federal FOIA and state public records laws provide a right of access
only to those records that are in existence at the time of the request; the
government is not required to generate a new record in response to a
records request, nor to provide access
to a record that no longer exists.50 Thus,
for many records requesters, the question of access to electronic records
turns on how long the government is
required to maintain copies of those
records in which public business is discussed. (Notably, unlike paper records,
which required affirmative physical
action to destroy or discard, digital
records—especially text and e-mail
messages—have a built-in, automatic
“shelf life” as a result of standardized
“auto-delete” functions).
The answer to the question “how
long must a record be kept?” frequently depends on a set of laws and
policies extraneous to the FOI or
“right to know” law.51 The duty to
retain public records generally is
found in companion statutes that
define “public records” for purposes
of records preservation, as in a state
archives.52 Unfortunately, in many
instances, these statutes, and the
records retention schedules promulgated by state archivists thereunder,
leave a tremendous amount of discretion to individual records custodians.
Worse still, those custodians are often
the very employees who generated and
exchanged the e-communications.
Yet they are given the authority to
determine whether the records are
of “preliminary or short-term informational value” or “lasting value” in
documenting the workings of government agencies.53
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At the federal level, the recent highprofile scandal involving the destruction
of hundreds of e-mails that had been
on the laptop computer of former (and
embattled) IRS Commissioner Lois
Lerner brought to the fore the issue of
what obligations executive branch agencies have to retain electronic records.
During congressional hearings exploring the loss of Lerner’s e-mails, the
U.S. archivist, David Ferriero, told the
House Oversight and Government
Reform Committee that the IRS “did
not follow the law” when it failed to
report that the e-mails had been lost.54
The Federal Records Act sets forth
the executive branch agencies’ duties
to preserve records in accordance with
the general records schedules promulgated by the National Archives and
Records Administration (NARA).55 It
is the duty of each federal agency (270
of which are subject to the Federal
Records Act) to propose disposition
schedules for their records, and the vast
bulk (95–97 percent) of records are
eventually destroyed.56 Under the Managing Government Records Directive
adopted by the Obama administration
in 2011, “[b]y the end of 2016, all agencies
need to manage e-mail in automated,
electronic ways.”57 In August 2013,
NARA issued its guidance on e-mail
management,58 which sets forth what is
referred to as a “capstone” approach:
under this tiered system, all workrelated e-mails of certain high-level
department officials, who are deemed
“capstone” employees, are to be maintained permanently by the agency;
those of lower (mid-) level agency
employees are to be preserved for
seven years; and those of the more
subordinate employees are to be
retained for shorter periods of time,
according to the agency’s needs.59
As many government entities
have discovered, failure to ensure
that electronic records are properly
maintained and preserved can give
rise to additional burdens on such
agencies to conduct adequate “search
and retrieval” of records.60 The consequences of intentional public records
destruction can also prove quite costly.
In 2012, a Colorado school district
was ordered to pay $122,000 in attorneys’ fees to the parents of a student
after a school official had ordered
several school employees to destroy
thousands of e-mails and other public

records.61 In January 2014, Orange
County, Florida, agreed to pay a coalition of citizen groups $90,000 to settle
a lawsuit the media dubbed “textgate”
after a criminal investigation concluded that the mayor and four county
commissioners had violated state law
when they deleted text messages that
were public records.62 And in 2009, the
City of Venice, Florida, was ordered
to pay $750,000 in attorneys’ fees
following the settlement of a lawsuit brought by a citizen’s group that
accused city councilmembers of having
conducted illegal meetings via e-mail
and then destroying or failing to preserve public records; that was on top
of the $600,000 the city paid to defend
the councilmembers in the suit.63
Even though storing digitized records
is generally much cheaper than warehousing paper files, massive data storage
imposes significant costs and administrative burden on governments, particularly
in light of the tremendous volume of
data that governments generate daily.
Hence, government agencies at all levels—federal, state, and local—have
a legitimate need to not “keep” everything in perpetuity. Most states’ public
records preservation and archives statutes dictate that the length of time for
keeping records must be determined
by the content of the record, not its
format, medium, or title.64 But the manner in which specific records retention
schedules are promulgated and implemented, and particularly when e-records
“expire” automatically, will continue
to pose problems for public records
requesters.
The conclusion of the 2009 report
on this subject by the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press (RCFP)
is as relevant and accurate today as
when it was published five years ago:
“E-mail retention policies likely will
generate increasing amounts of litigation—and deservedly so. In states where
the issue has not been settled by statute or case law, there are effectively
no bright-line legal mandates requiring officials to retain e-mail [or other
digitized] records for a given period of
time.”65
Production: “Of Course You Can
Have Our Database; We’ll Print It
Out for You”
Another issue that often arises is
whether the public is entitled to

access the electronic records in the
same format in which the government
maintains the data. FOIA case law
prior to the “digital era” sheds some
light on this question: federal courts
recognized that a request to inspect
(and listen to) an audio recording is
not satisfied by obtaining access only
to a written transcript of the recording, precisely because the “quantum of
information” on the recording (voice
fluctuations, pauses, and inflection)
is lost in the transcription process.66
However, when the quantum of information remained unchanged—as when
a set of data points is transferred from
a computer tape to a microfiche—the
courts held that there was no “right”
under the FOIA to demand access to
the tape itself.67 However, subsequently
(and after the FOIA was amended in
1996),68 federal courts have disagreed
with this analysis, and have required
federal agencies, such as NOAA, to
provide access to information kept in
a digitized form, finding that a paper
printout of the same data set does
not provide access to the particular
“agency record” sought.69
But how much effort must the government expend to make its records
available to the public? The federal
FOIA provides that an agency shall
make a record available “in any form
or format requested by the person if
the record is readily reproducible by
the agency in that form or format.”70
The Justice Department’s Office of
Information Policy has stated that the
onus is on the records requester to
dictate the format in which he or she
wishes to receive an agency record.71
Further, agencies should make “reasonable efforts” to produce a record
in a requested format if it is “readily reproducible” in that form.72 Many
federal courts adhere to the standard for reasonableness announced
by the Ninth Circuit in TPS, Inc. v.
U.S. Department of Defense: a record
is readily reproducible if an agency
already has the means to create and
convert documents into a specific format even if it does not routinely do so
for purposes of responding to FOIA
requests.73
Some, but not all, states’ open
records laws expressly guarantee the
right to obtain records in a particular
format if so requested.74 For example,
Mississippi’s statute provides that “[a]
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public body shall provide a copy of
the record in the format requested if
the public body maintains the record
in that format.”75 Notwithstanding
these legislative directives to provide
access to digitized records in their
native format, many government entities have refused to do so. Common
excuses include concern about security of the data76 and the “burden” of
redacting nonpublic information,77
such as Social Security numbers.
State and federal courts called
upon to enforce these directives have
not been consistent in doing so. Some
courts have upheld the right of the
requester to receive information in the
particular medium requested, liberally construing the relevant FOI law,78
while other courts have adhered to a
very narrow interpretation of what is
“readily reproducible.”79 Several state
courts have distinguished case law
applying the federal FOIA because it
has been interpreted to provide access
only to “information,” as opposed to
state statutes that guarantee the right
to access the very “public records” in
the hands of the government.80
In 1992, Ohio’s Supreme Court
provided a clear and compelling
explication of why access to information—in the same form and format
in whichis is maintained by the the
government—is required to fulfill the
purposes of a “public records” act:
[A] public agency should not be
permitted to require the public to exhaust massive amounts
of time and resources in order
to replicate the value added to
the public records through the
creation and storage on tape
of a data base containing such
records.
....
Here, the added value is not
only the organization of the
data, but also the compression of the data into a form
that allows greater ease of public access. Thus, in keeping
with the expressed intent of the
General Assembly to provide
broad access to public records,
we hold that a governmental
agency must allow the copying of the portions of computer
tapes to which the public is entitled, if the person requesting

the information has presented
a legitimate reason why a paper
copy of the records would be
insufficient or impracticable,
and if such person assumes the
expense of copying.81
“Electronic Fingerprints”: Access to
Metadata
Prior to the digital age, when paper
documents were stored in filing cabinets, there would sometimes be an
index to the files, generated by government employees, showing the
“filing scheme” that might, in appropriate circumstances, reveal how the
documents were characterized and
classified by government officials (e.g.,
“enemies” or “personas non grata”).
Such government-generated catalogs
or file indexes were unquestionably
“public records” that reflected the
“mental processes” or “inner workings” of the government.
With the advent of the digital
era, however, the filing systems are
automated, and the data-processing
systems—whether they be spreadsheet programs, word processing,
e-mails, or text messaging—automatically record and track various
information that previously required
human labor (and that more often
than not was simply not recorded).
Examining the “metadata” on a typical document created and edited on
Microsoft Word, for example, one
can determine who first generated the
document, on what date and at what
time, and for how long it was open
and being edited, and thereafter, by
whom, on which dates, and at which
times; indeed, depending on the document settings, it is sometimes possible
to recreate earlier drafts of a document and to show which persons
made which edits.82
Access to metadata, referred to as
“information describing the history,
tracking, or management of an electronic document,”83 associated with
public records is important for several reasons. Metadata can be used to
reveal the authenticity of documents
and, alternatively, to expose possible
government misconduct.84 Metadata
also serves to make electronic records
searchable and thus more useful.85
No federal court has yet definitively addressed whether metadata

constitutes an “agency record” under
the federal FOIA.86 In 2011, Judge
Shira A. Scheindlin of the Southern District of New York ruled that
“metadata maintained by the agency
as a part of an electronic record is presumptively producible under FOIA,
unless the agency demonstrates that
such metadata is not ‘readily reproducible.’”87 However, that opinion
was short-lived. The parties subsequently settled and the opinion was
withdrawn, so it holds no precedential
value.88
State courts, on the other hand,
have been fairly uniform in concluding that metadata encompasses an
“agency record” that must be produced under state open records
laws.89 Based on the language of
FOIA itself, state courts’ interpretations of similarly worded state open
records laws, and executive guidance,
there is a strong argument that metadata should be considered part of an
agency record subject to the federal
FOIA, as Judge Scheindlin had once
concluded.
As Communications Technology
Evolves, So Will the Legal Battles over
Access to Public Records
Progress toward the “paperless office”
continues in the halls of government
as it does in the private sector. As
ever more government records that
shed light on the conduct of the public’s business are comprised of digital
zeros and ones, and are stored “off
premises” in the cloud and/or on portable electronic devices, the issues
discussed in this article will increasingly be litigated.90 Thus far, courts
have generally (and appropriately)
recognized that is it the content of the
record, not its physical form or location, that should determine whether
the public is entitled to inspect and
copy such data. It is hoped that government leaders’ lofty proclamations
extolling the virtues of “transparency” and committing to “proactive
access” will someday translate into
concrete steps—that the government
will systematically post and/or distribute public records without requiring
that individual requests be submitted. Until that Elysian day arrives,
however, advocates for access will
continue to battle to inspect public records, wherever they reside, and
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in whatever format. After all, such
records are often the only way reliably
to determine what our government is
up to.
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